The 'Gray' Alien: Visitation
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org

Age 8 Visitation
When I was about 8 years old, I looked out of my window at first light in the morning
into the back yard and saw a being I could only describe as 'Caspar the friendly Ghost' of
cartoon renown. He was strangely wearing a cowboy hat.
I blinked, rub my eyes and then looked out again. He had moved and was now looking
into another window into the big house we had on Dalton Drive in Oregon. I did this a third
time over at least 5 minutes time and looked out and it was now staring at me from the yard
and then walked away around the corner and left. My sense is he was looking for me and
once he found me, he was done.
I of course told no one and it wasn't until I started reading about the different types of
aliens that I realized it was a Grey species of alien who are known to serve under the
Reptilian species of alien.
Why the cowboy hat? Perhaps so I would not be frightened since I also wore a
cowboy hat and anyone (or thing) who was a cowboy had to be OK. Many years past and I
began to see both angels and demons.
Age 14 Visitation
At age 14, I was living at Light House Ranch in Eureka, California which was a
Christian commune and we were visited by a man who said he lived at [in] Mount Shasta in
California. We went for a walk one late evening and as we talked, we discontinued to use
language and just communicated telepathically.
I also experienced a sense of lifting up off of the ground in walking a few inches above
the ground. This man left the
next day but not without
inviting me to come to Mt
Shasta to study there. Later,
I understood this to be a city
of the Lumerians who now
have a remnant civilization
under the mountain. The
Lumerians were the rivals to
the Atlantians who warred
against each other before the
creation of Adam in the
Garden of Eden.
Atlantian/Lumerian Wars
These two factions were
thought to have destroyed
each other with advanced
technologies with both races
moving underground to
escape the holocaust. The
hollow earth idea is not as far
fetched as some would

suggest. Certainly Admiral Byrd, the decorated US Admiral of the 2 nd WW fame told of flying
his plane 1000 miles into the inner earth through a North Pole opening and meeting its
inhabitants in 1947.
As to the possibility of the earth being hollow, there is no scientific reason for this not to
be possible. Gravity is not fully understood and the idea the earth must be a solid to generate
our needed gravity is not based on any scientific law. It is an assumption only – a theoretic
faith that 'it must be so' as held by prevailing scientists.
Why I was invited to study with the Lumerians in Shasta Mountain still may be possible
as I understood this invitation to be an open invitation. I expect the day will come for this in
the near future.

